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Venables, Bell & Partners  | San Francisco  
2016 - Present | Senior Strategist 

3M   | Authored the brief that led to pitch-winning work. Lead strategist on 
Post-it® Brand, Scotch-Brite and Filtrete brand platforms, moving the 
brands from one-off seasonal campaigns to integrated brand-building 
communications. 
Partnered with 3M Consumer Insights team to conduct investigative qual and 
copy testing to validate concepts before production. (Almost all work has 
surpassed benchmarks.) 
Conducted primary research with Strategy Director to uncover insights 
which led to the Scotch-Brite global positioning and ScotchBlue “Mural” 
campaign. 

WESTIN | Led strategy for the Clio-Award winning “Threadforward” 
initiative, which implemented a textile upcycling program of all sheets, towels 
and robes at Westin Hotels worldwide. 

SHERATON | Co-authored briefs to build out an integrated campaign to 
launch the “Go Beyond” platform. 

SUMMER SEARCH | Conducted pro-bono strategic for the national non-
profit VB&P supports. Focused fragmented communication into a singular 
purpose statement from which all of their communications are based. 

AWARD | “The Quiet Storm” award was created for me to recognize my 
ability to listen intensely, then deliver strategic zingers that drive work 
forward. (Awarded 5 months after hire.)

Tiny Rebellion Creative Agency | Los Angeles,  
2012 - 2014 | Brand Manager 

Hotwire.com   | Day-to-day manager on international campaigns. Wrote 
project briefs, conducted competitive reviews, managed projects from 
briefing through production.   

Bolthouse Farms| Managed integrated campaign development for the 
launch of the “Thank a Farmer” campaign. 

VCU Brandcenter | M.S. 
Communications Strategy 

Projects: Barbasol “Shave Like a 
Person,” campaign, removed 

gender from shaving cream ads | 
Rock the Vote, “Vote for Mayor” 

proved why local elections matter | 
“Bronies: The Adult Fans of My 
Little Pony” mini-documentary

University of  Southern 
California | B.A. Psychology, 

B.A. Public Relations 

Undergraduate Internships : 
Media Planning , Marketing 

Research, and Entertainment 
Writing

San Francisco, CA


